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illustrated. 1887 Excerpt: ... Those vessels were built of spruce and cheap qualities of hard
wood, and were got up in every way cheap as to material. Those vessels were fitted out and
manned. Of course their men went on the lay the same as ours, but they were fitted out
cheaper. The iron, manila, and such stuff that went into the construction made their vessels
cheaper. Then began the labor of curing fish. They hire their labor very cheap; our labor is
costly, while theirs is of almost nominal value. The whole business is expensive with us
compared with what it is with them. Our local taxation, as well as national, is high, and it has
all got to come out of the proceeds of the business somewhere. FREE FISH. Q. Is it possible
for Canada to give the fishermen of this country anything that you would regard as an
equivalent for allowing her fish to come in here free of duty?--A. I cant see where there is
anything. Q. You do not know of anything you want?--A. I do not. All I should ask, as a
vessel-owner, would be civilized treatment of our vessels, to have the same rights and
privileges accorded to us that all civilized nations accord to each other, and indeed you might
now say all the nations. SALT AND FRESH FISH. Q. As a matter of fact, has not the
immense increase in the consumption and sale of fresh iish injured the market for salt fish?--A.
I think it has to some extent. Q. Is not that fresh fish consumption increasing very rapidly?--A.
I think it is increasing very fast; it is going to be a large business in the future. I think the
fisheries in future will be the great business. FROZEN FISH. Q. As you understand, the fresh
fish come in free and are frozen?--A. Yes, sir. Q. Do you want duty on fresh fish as well as
salt?--A. I should think it would be very desirable. When a large qua...
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material is part of a five volume .. Alaska National Interests Lands Conservation Act (Public
Law . Reporting Requirements . . Fishery Conservation Zone Transition Act, as amended
(Public Law. Reports of Standing Committees The Government of the United States has
concluded that fishery regulation confined to The right of any state to establish conservation
zones off its shores in or the need for such practices, in relation to the fisheries of the area in
question. will respect the established interests of American fishing activities off their coasts.
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